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The effect of mechanical working on the in-plane magnetic properties
of Hiperco 50

M. L. Storch, A. D. Rollett, and M. E. McHenry
Materials Science and Engineering Department, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Due to its high permeability and low coercivity Hiperco 50 is a premier soft magnetic material. It
is often utilized, in laminate form, in rotors for aircraft power generators. These laminates are
usually linearly cold rolled from larger billets. The rolling procedure results in the development of
specific texture components within the material. This work shows the effect of rolling schedule on
the texture of resulting material. Several rolling schedules were considered including straight
rolling, cross rolling, clock rolling, and intermediate schedules between these. Varying the rolling
schedule has been shown to have a dramatic effect on the resulting texture. In addition, the
connection between texture and magnetic anisotropy is explored through a consideration of the
angular distribution of easy axes and magnetostrictive strains within the material. This is done
through theoretical calculations based on published values of the magnetostrictive and
magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants for FeCo. We have observed a strong relationship between
the mechanical history of the material and its texture. This implies a strong dependence of the
in-plane magnetic properties on the mechanical history. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Having the highest magnetic induction of any allo
system,1 the iron cobalt alloys find use in many applicatio
where high performance is needed or desired. An examp
this is an aircraft’s power generation system.2 Here the soft
iron cobalt alloys are used as the main constituent in
rotor assembly. Less material is needed in the rotor beca
the increased induction of these alloys and the assembly
therefore, be made smaller. This reduces the overall we
of the craft, increasing its efficiency. The iron cobalt allo
are also attractive for this application because of their po
tial for high temperature use. The current rotor design is p
of a unit that is separate from the main engine shaft and
its own cooling system. The iron cobalt alloys present
possibility of further reductions in weight and complexity b
permitting the power generation assembly to be mounted
rectly to the engine shaft without cooling.

The generator assembly consists of a rotor that is rota
in a fixed field. We would therefore desire that the rotor
axially isotropic, giving it a uniform response as it is rotate
However, these parts are generally made from lamination
rolled sheets, and these sheets often possess strongly
ferred crystallographic orientation, or texture. This mea
that there will be a variation in the orientation of the ea
axes of the material as a result of the rolling.3 By connecting
the processing and the resulting magnetic properties we
better engineer materials for our application.

II. EXPERIMENT

To measure the effect of different rolling schedules
the magnetic properties of Hiperco 50 we began with no
nally 0.080 in. thickness hot band samples obtained fr
Carpenter Technologies. These samples were then rolle
80% reduction in thickness varying the direction of the ro
6040021-8979/99/85(8)/6040/3/$15.00
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ing from sample to sample. The first sample was a linear
that is equivalent to conditions in a conventional rolling mi
Next a sample was cross rolled. This involves alternating
direction between the original roll direction of the hot ba
and 90° to that direction for every other rolling pass. Final
a sample was clock rolled by varying the rolling directio
similarly to the cross rolled sample except that the roll dire
tions were spaced 22.5° apart and eight passes were ma
that the rolling directions made a full 180° sweep of t
sample.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Pole figure analysis

A pole figure is a map of the intensity of a single peak
an x-ray diffraction experiment as a function of angle.4 This
figure allows us to determine multiple deviations from ra
dom orientation. In a pole figure, the intensity is reported
terms of a random distribution. This means that, for a tr
random sample, we would obtain a pole figure with an inte
sity of unity everywhere. However, most polycrystallin
samples are not truly random. This will lead to intens
variations in the pole figure. These variations can then
used to describe quantitatively the crystallographically ori
tation of the polycrystal.

Pole figures were measured for the three rolling sch
ules as well as a sample of the original hot band mater
The orientation distributions were measured and then
pole figures were recalculated. The@100# pole figures and
discrete orientation plots, used in texture calculation and
finement, were calculated using the popLA software pack
and are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. First, we loo
the pole figure for the undeformed sample. The intensity
this figure is relatively uniform with little recognizable tex
ture. This is to be expected after the hot rolling treatme
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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This tells us that we are starting with a relatively random
oriented polycrystalline material before we begin rolling. W
conclude that any texture observed after rolling is the re
of the deformation and not the initial state of the materia

FIG. 1. @100# pole figures for the undeformed~a!, conventionally rolled~b!,
cross rolled~c!, and clock rolled~d! samples. Rolling directions is at 1
o’clock in all figures.

FIG. 2. Discrete orientations describing the texture of the undeformed~a!,
conventionally rolled~b!, cross rolled~c!, and clock rolled~d! samples.
Downloaded 22 Feb 2002 to 128.2.51.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Next, we focus on the conventionally rolled sample. W
no longer see the random distribution of grains that was s
in the undeformed sample. Instead, there is a str
$100%@110# component. This means that the^110& directions
are aligned with the rolling and transverse directions, but
@001# direction is aligned with the sheet normal. This is
variation of the Goss texture often seen in grain orien
silicon steels. This texture would result in strong peaks in
magnetic anisotropy when measured in the plane of
sheet. This is the reason that when rolled sheets are sta
into laminations the orientations of the sheets are varied r
tive to the other sheets. This gives an averaging effect
results in a nearly uniform in-plane anisotropy.

The next sample examined was the cross-rolled sam
In this sample, we vary the rolling direction in two orthog
nal directions. Instead of uniformly ‘‘smearing’’ the textur
to produce a more uniform material, we instead see a v
strong$100%@110# component and a weaker$111%@110# com-
ponent. In fact, the rotated cube component is stronger t
in the conventional rolling case.

Finally, for the clock-rolled sample, the rolling directio
was rotated at 22.5° per pass for a total rotation of 180°. T
pole figure from this sample shows the same component

FIG. 3. Single crystal orientations for~a! the $100%@110# and ~b! the
$111%@110# single crystal orientations. Only one of the variants relat
through sample symmetry is shown for clarity.

FIG. 4. Predicted torque for various rolling schedules as calculated f
discrete crystal orientations.
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the cross-rolled sample, but at different relative intensit
In this case, we see a weaker$100%@110# component and a
stronger$111%@110# component. We surmise from the anal
sis of the cross- and clock-rolled samples that the increa
number of rolling vectors aids in the rotation of grains fro
the $100%@110# to the $111%@110# orientation.

We have also investigated the single crystal compone
and the torques associated with them. The discrete si
crystal orientations are shown in Fig. 3. We can see that
dominant texture components present in the rolled sam
can be described as ratios of these components. From
discrete distributions we can calculate the magnetic torqu
the plane of the sheet for a given material with that distrib
tion. The predicted torques obtained from our experime
are shown in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4 we can see a number of features of
various rolling schedules. First, the conventionally roll
sample is comparable with that of the undeformed mate
From this we can conclude that the conventional rolling p
cess does not greatly affect the magnetic anisotropy.
results are different when we begin to vary the rolling dire
tion. In the case of the clock rolled sample, the texture gi
rise to a torque that is comparable to that of the convent
ally rolled sample, but we would expect very different m
chanical properties. One could envision applications wh
the mechanical properties afforded by the clock rolling p
cedure, e.g., creep resistance, would be preferable to tho
a conventionally rolled material. For the cross-rolled samp
we can see that the very strong$100%@110# texture gives rise
to a strong in-plane anisotropy and hence a strong peak in
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predicted torque. This could be a preferable condition
fixed orientation applications where the easy axes of
sheet could be aligned with the applied field.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the rolling schedule for Hiper
alloys dramatically effects the resulting texture of the she
The dominant texture component observed was the ‘‘cub
$100%@110# texture. In the case of the cross- and clock-roll
samples, the additional deformation vectors appear to al
for the evolution of the$111%@110#. The cross rolling also
yields the highest predicted magnetic torque.
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